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Setting Up Your InDesign Project 
Written by Megan Decker

InDesign is an excellent program for creating business 

cards, posters, 100+ page manuscripts, etc. However, 

if  you don’t know how to create your document properly, 

designing your project will be challenging and you will 

encounter problems when you’re ready to print. In this 

article, I will go over how to properly create an InDesign 

document. 

First, open the application and choose “File” 

in the upper left hand corner. Choose “New,” then 

“Document.” It might be tempting to choose “Book” 

if  you are creating a book or a magazine, but the 

“Document” tab is the correct one. This will bring up a 

dialogue box (pictured below) that you will use to create 

your document. 

You will notice that this document is already measured in inches for this particular box. 

InDesign defaults to points, which is a measurement for typography. If  you have a background in 

typography, this will work 

for you; however, most 

beginning designers use 

inches. 

To set this 

preference, hit “Cancel” 

in the bottom right hand 

corner of  the dialogue 

box. Then go to the top 

left hand corner, click 
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 Don’t worry about “Bleed and Slug” 

in your initial set-up. These are for more 

advanced designers.

After you have finished each of  these 

steps, press “OK” and your document will be 

properly sized.

“InDesign,” then “Preferences,” and then 

“Units and Increments”. This opens another 

dialogue box (also pictured below). Select 

“Horizontal” and choose “Inches,” and then 

do the same after selecting “Vertical.” Now 

your document will be measured in inches. 

Return to the document creation 

dialogue box. 

The first thing to specify is intent. In 

the drop down menu there are three options: 

Print, Web, and Digital Publishing. Chose 

the corresponding option for your project; 

print is most common.

After specifying intent, enter a value 

in the “Number of  Pages” box. If  you are 

making anything with a center fold, make 

sure you also check the “Facing Pages” box. 

Next, you should select the size of  

your entire spread. InDesign comes with 

default sizes, but you can customize your 

size and margins by typing the number of  

inches for width and height in the indicated 

boxes. You can make all margins the same by 

clicking the chain link icon, or you can click 

the chain link icon until it shows a broken 

link to individually customize your margins.

Finally, if  your project is text heavy 

you may want to select a number of  columns 

for each page.
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It is not uncommon to find yourself  in a rut when creating art. Writers experience it, film-

makers, dance - everyone eventually encounters some kind of  creativity block. However, 

you do not have to stay in that rut forever. Sometimes all you need to do is change your 

perspective. Sometimes we spend so much time focusing on the big picture, or even just one 

side of  it, that we forget the other pieces. 

One technique to really get out of  your funk is to look at different shapes created in the 

world around us. Go to the city and look specifically for lines (straight or curved). Find the 

ways in which the lines intersect or connect with each other. What do the lines create? Capture 

it in a photograph or in a drawing. 

Maybe you want to focus on circles instead. Does that fence create any circles? What 

about the market layout? Maybe you are looking for the moments where shapes connect, 

those little corners that lead to a whole new shape or image. Look at how the landscape has 

shapes with the lines of  colors blended together in a sunset, or at the rippling circles in a lake. 

Pay attention to how the swing set you always pass by creates a rectangle that frames the tree 

behind it. Notice the small symmetrical squares in the carpet pattern, or the repetition of  the 

circles in the light fixtures. 

Looking for specific shapes can help us focus more on that one perspective, and when we 

focus on that, our minds can be broadened to find aspects of  images that can help our bigger 

ideas. So, get out there and find the shapes that speak to you – the shapes that tell a new story. 

Shape-and-Seek

Written by Sydney Stout
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Using and maneuvering around a digital art program is difficult - even when you’re familiar 

with the tools. When using the layering tool, this can become even more so. As a digital 

artist myself, I find that layers, although a great tool, can become quite a problem to keep track of  

when there’s a list of  them all centered around one specific area of  the art piece. 

This tutorial is to help you find ways to make this problem manageable. Using Corel Painter 

Lite, I’ll show you how this works visually and give some tips on the techniques that I use. 

This 

art piece that 

I’ve been 

working on 

has multiple 

layers (some 

of  them with 

very specific 

labels), and 

even though 

this image 

doesn’t 

show it, I 

usually have the eye icon beside a good portion of  my layers closed. This is usually the way I work: 

I’ll have over twenty layers, but only four will be visible. This helps me focus on only a select few 

details of  the piece at a certain time

In the following image, you’ll see that all of  the light blue sketches have been hidden and 

that the man that was beside this one has been hidden as well. This compilation of  layers is all 

centered on this one image of  a man.

 

How to Use the Layer Tool
Written by Corinthia Mitchell
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  From what you can see, this 

image is composed of  five visible 

layers. The sixth—his outline—is 

invisible, as you can tell by the 

closed eye icon. Each layer is 

sectioned off  into manageable pieces 

that make up the whole picture. 

A technique that I often use to prevent smudged or altered layers from collapsing them is 

by creating a blend of  both highlights beneath the image (using the bottom layer) and then on the 

top layer. This technique works really well for me when I’m creating skin tone but don’t want the 

highlights and shadows to appear too harshly on the top layer. 

As you can see in my image above, I use separate layers when sections of  my art is dark (for 

example, the clothing or his hair). By separating the layers out in this way, I can go as far as I want 

with the dark shades and not have to worry about covering any of  the lighter areas permanently. 

When layers are separated using this technique, I have the ability to “work outside the lines” and 

Note: It is important to remem-
ber that if  you don’t want your 
details lost by collapsing a layer, 
make sure the detailed layer is 
on top—this way, when layers 
are combined, the details won’t 
get lost. 

Note: To label layers, double 
click the layer in the Layers 
Panel and rename it; another 
way to do this is to select Lay-
er Attributes in the drop-down 
menu in the Layer Panel.

In the order from bottom layer to top 
it goes:

   Layer 1—Highlights and Clothing

   Layer 2—Facial tones

   Layer 3—Hair and other highlights          

(specifically detailing hair on skin and 

darkening around eyes)

   Layer 4—Clothing

   Layer 5—Details on clothing
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erase without worry of  erasing another section of  my image; creating layers in this manner also 

allows me to go up a layer (or create a new one above the dark layer) and add details that I want 

visible.

I know that this image looks pretty complex, but what’s important to understand is that 

many of  my layers were once a series of  multiple layers that were collapsed down into each of  

these “boss layers” (5). 

Confused? I don’t blame you. Let me break it down a little more with the other guy since 

he’s still in progress.

As you can see, this is a simple yet 

detailed outline of  what I want this section 

of  my art to look like. I usually do this 

in a very light blue so I can see it when 

I start to become more detailed in the 

other layers. However, this is a personal 

preference. Choose whichever color works 

best for you when you’re in your sketching 

stage.

This next layer is gray because ( 

seeing as my picture is black and white) 

I’ll be using this as both the buffer zone 

and the guide to what I want shaded. It 

also shows up better from beneath other 

layers so I can tell what needs to be 

defined better when I start to add darker 

shadows and actually shade the lines.
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The next layer is primarily 

dedicated to skin and shading. As you 

can see, the areas from the gray guide are 

much darker and are still slightly visible 

from their layer. This layer, however, will 

remain rather light in shades because I 

usually add highlights that I want to be 

partially visible in the layers that come 

after it.

This layer is for all my definite 

detail on the skin, the pupil and iris 

of  the eye, the lashes, the eyebrows, 

and any specific dark shadows that 

I want the skin to be outlined and 

blended with.

This layer is solely dedicated 

to shadings of  the hair. This is the 

topmost layer of  this selection because 

hair covers skin, not the other way 

around. To make the skin-to-hair area 

appear more blended, I’ll probably add 

more shadows to the layer that is set 

for the skin (refer back two pictures), 
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and then, for detailed strands of  hair, add a new layer underneath this current layer (because I don’t 

want the hair strands to stand out) before blurring some strands in this layer.

As you see, I’m particular about what is in each of  these layers, but they all work together in 

unison. By breaking down the image and using separate layers I’ve made a building block of  images 

that all work together. 

Creating in this way may seem complicated, especially at first, but in the long run it is easier 

to manipulate and add select details to digital art when there are layers to work with.

I hope that this guide to using layers in Corel Painter Lite has helped you understand how to 

use them more effectively. Remember to experiment with the different layer tools and be patient—

don’t expect that everything is just going to click. It takes a lot of  practice to figure out what 

technique is going to work best for you. 
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You may have seen his art decorating 

the world-wide web, and if  you 

happen to live in Bristol, Britain, you may 

be familiar with the street artist who goes by 

the pseudonym Banksy. He decorates (or as 

he terms, “bombs”) the streets with political 

artwork. For the past 20 years, his flair for the 

dramatic and his anonymity have made him all 

the more popular. He likes to make political 

statements by taking things we see every day 

and twisting them so we think about them 

differently. 

Banksy lives in the UK and he does 

sell his art, but that hasn’t stopped him from 

plastering walls with his trusty can of  spray 

paint. He says, “TV has made going to the 

theatre seem pointless, photography has pretty 

much killed painting, but graffiti has remained 

gloriously unspoilt by progress,” (as quoted in 

“Banksy”). 

Banksy remains mysterious by only 

going by his pseudonym, and has gained fame 

from his street art as well as from printing 

his own currency and hanging his own works 

in museums like the Louvre. He covers 

topics such as terrorism, war, government 

surveillance, and consumerism. Of  course, 

Banksy’s work is controversial. He is arguably 

Banksy: Rebellious Street Artist
Written by Megan Decker

TV has made going to the theatre seem 
pointless, photography has pretty much 
killed painting, but graffiti has remained 

gloriously unspoilt by progress.

the most controversial artist in the world, and 

it makes sense because his paintings are so 

blatantly political. 

Banksy usually refuses to be interviewed 

or even seen. He wears a paper bag on his 

“

”
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head whenever he makes a public 

appearance. However, he has given 

a select few interviews, and in those 

interviews he gives a few snippets of  

advice to young artists:

His advice for young artists is to 

connect directly with their audience. 

He says, “There’s a whole new 

audience out there, and it’s never been 

easier to sell [one’s art],” (as quoted in 

Ellsworth-Jones). He tells his fans that 

This is the first time the essen-
tially bourgeois world of  art has 
belonged to the people. We need 

to make it count.

they don’t have to go to college and get 

a degree in art and then take their art 

around to be approved by (in his words) 

“snooty galleries.” His fans don’t need 

permission to be an artist. 

Banksy is an advocate for getting 

art to everyone. He says “All you need 

now is a few ideas and a broadband 

connection” (as quoted in Ellsworth-

Jones). His best advice comes from his 

art itself. Clearly, Banksy is an advocate 

of  free speech. He believes young artists 

should speak their minds regardless of  

what the law says. In his words, “This 

is the first time the essentially bourgeois 

world of  art has belonged to the people. 

We need to make it count.”

”

“
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If You Know Design, 
Then You Know C.R.A.P.
Written by Megan Decker

If  you remember nothing 

else about design, 

remember C.R.A.P. These 

four letters stand for Contrast, 

Repetition, Alignment, and 

Proximity, design principles 

that if  remembered will 

help your work look more 

professional and less like 

crap. 

CONTRAST
Have you ever read 

or even looked at a 12-point 

font, Times New Roman, 

single-spaced, eight-page 

report? Do you notice how 

your whole being just slumps 

a little bit? That’s because the 

document layout is boring. It 

doesn’t have contrast. 

Contrast simply means 

different. It means having 

different fonts or colors or 

design schemes. Our brains 

are hardwired to notice 

differences, so if  something is 

important, make it different. 

Also, if  you’re going to make 

something different, make it 

really different. Don’t choose 

similar fonts or similar shades 

of  the same color. When it 

comes to contrast, go big or 

don’t do it.

REPETITION 
Repetition is the 

opposite of  contrast. You 

need both to have a visually 

appealing document. Repeat 

similar themes. For example, 

if  I have a poster describing 

a summer fair, I’m going to 

make all the events at the 

fair the same font or color to 

show they all belong in the 

same category. Repetition 

brings unity, flow, and 

cohesiveness to your design. 

Repeat things when they 

are in the same category 

and contrast things when 

they don’t have a direct 

relationship to each other. 

ALIGNMENT 
Aligning everything 

in your document shows 

the reader that everything 

is placed with a purpose. It 

draws an invisible line for 

your readers to follow. When 
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working with alignment, 

make sure to align things 

exactly, not almost exactly. 

Humans will notice subtle 

differences, even if  it’s 

subconsciously, and will be 

put off  by your design. It is ok 

to have multiple alignments in 

your text; however, it’s a good 

idea to stick to two main 

signals to the reader that the 

title is related to the text. 

Put elements that are related 

close together so they will be 

viewed together. This is why 

an event title on a design is 

usually close to the time and 

location of  the event. 

Keeping just these four 

principles in mind will help 

your designs become more 

organized, cohesive, and eye-

catching. 

alignments. Three or more 

makes it seem like you don’t 

have any alignment. 

PROXIMITY
Proximity shows 

relationship. For example, 

the titles of  each section in 

this article are closest to the 

text that relates to them. This 

“These design principles, if  

remembered, will help your work 

look more professional.”
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REFERENCE IT

References are extremely helpful and 

all artists should use them. Sometimes 

you need to acquire that visual understanding 

of  how a limb bends or how garments hang 

and fold in order to get the perfect image 

you have formed in your mind’s eye out onto 

paper. However, there are right and wrong 

ways to use reference material. 

For one, it’s not okay to pick up a work 

and “reference” the placement of  essentially 

every element on the page. It’s also not okay 

to take any one major element of  that piece 

and say you thought of  the design yourself. 

When you do this, you risk falling into the 

mess that is copyright infringement.

So, how do you use reference material in 

a way that enhances your skills and keeps you 

out of  the dangerous waters of  art plagiarism? 

Step 1: Think of Your Own Pose, Scene, 
etc.

You, as an artist, already have a general 

idea of  how you want something to look, so 

draw out a basic sketch of  what you want. 

Draw out what you do know, then identify the 

parts that you don’t know and need some help 

on. 

Written by Corinthia Mitchell
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of  how things work on the human body, how 

things drape, how certain lighting can change a 

scene, etc.

Step 4: Draw What You Learned
After examining, drawing, and picking 

out specific sections of  your reference material, 

it is time to draw the actual image. What is 

amazing about this process is that your stash of  

reference material can continue growing until 

you reach the point where you won’t need to 

ever copy a photo at all. You’ll just know how 

to draw what it is you want. And for the things 

you don’t know, you will have material to look 

back on. By learning to reference images in 

this way, you don’t run into the issue of  art 

plagiarism and you begin to grow stronger in 

your techniques as an artist.

Step 2: Look for Reference Images
The point of  using references is to 

learn how whatever you don’t know how to 

draw works – not to copy. This is why, when 

you look for reference material, you search 

for multiple images that showcase different 

angles and poses that are related to what 

you want. Now, armed with a plethora of  

references, it’s time to break it down.

Step 3: Break Down Your References
I cannot stress how important this 

step is. This is the moment where you as an 

artist begin to grow and change and evolve. 

Every reference offers a different angle and 

understanding that a single image could not. 

This is the moment where you begin to see 

a pattern form in your reference material 
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Written by Sydney Stout
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Art is pricey. Making art is even pricier. But, luckily, there are some ways to make it easier 

on your wallet! For this segment, we will specifically focus on calligraphy-- a beautiful 

combination of  visual and written art. To start out, you do not need the fancy pens you see 

everyone using on Instagram (I’m looking at you, Tombow). Instead, start with the basics:

• All you need to begin is a set of thick Crayola markers and some paper (regular printer 

paper is just fine). You can find these materials at your local store (i.e. Target, Walmart, Fred 

Meyer’s, Costco, etc.) for as low as $6.00 total. SIX DOLLARS. It’s the same price as a meal 

out at your favorite fast food joint to begin working with your calligraphy passion. 

• If  you don’t want loose paper, you can choose to instead invest in a notebook. I 

recommend an unlined notebook, but that is completely up to your own preference. The cost can 

range anywhere from $4-7.00. Again, this will be cheap in the long run compared to the high-

priced paper and markers you see on Pinterest or on social media. 

• Though the markers are not the professional brush markers you often see being 

used, you can turn the marker at an angle to achieve the same effect. The paper won’t be too 

detrimental unless you are doing calligraphy for a certain purpose.  

Calligraphy is a trial-and-error art. You won’t be perfect at first. Things will be rocky and 

you’ll probably wonder for weeks how to make your own “s” look like the pros’. But eventually it 

will start to click. You’ll make that perfect “o”, you’ll find joy in creating the floral wreaths, and 

one day you’ll see your progress. Be patient, be willing, be diligent. You can create anything you set 

your mind to.
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art corner

When my great-grandmother died, 

it was devastating for the whole 

family. She had struggled with Alzheimer’s 

during the last years of  her life and the 

toll it took on my great-grandfather was 

distressing to watch.   

To help my family through their pain, 

I borrowed the first photograph she gave to 

my great-grandfather and recreated it as a 

portrait-sized image.

To recreate the effect of  a 

photograph, I used graphite pencils of  

varying hardness and a smudging tool to 

give the picture the hazy but timeless beauty 

she had even when she passed away.

Love you, Grandma Kay.

Fondly dubbed “Candyman” by my 

fellow art classmates and myself  

for his psychedelic colors and interesting 

background, he was a gift to my youngest 

aunt.

Made up entirely of  colored pencil, 

he won first place in the annual school 

competition and was actually originally 

thought to be placed in the wrong 

category—the colored pencil was layered 

and blended so thickly that it appeared to be 

paint.

Artist: Corinthia Mitchell
Title: Grandma Kay
Date: June 2014
Medium: Graphite Pencil

Artist: Corinthia Mitchell
Title: Candyman
Date: March 2014
Medium: Colored Pencil
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Unblocking 
creativity 

Locating and Destroying 

Creative Block

Stephen King – there’s 

a name that shouts 

“prolific.” The man has 

published 56 novels, six non-

fiction books, and over two 

hundred short stories.  It 

seems the guy can just pump 

them out. The man has 

probably never had writer’s 

block a day in his life, right?  

If  only we creators could be 

just like him, with our muses 

constantly singing gentle 

inspiration into our ears.

As it turns out, though, 

Stephen King – despite his 

repertoire of  hits – is one of  

us.

Of  inspiration, King 

says, “there may be a stretch 

of  weeks or months when 

it doesn’t come at all.” In 

an article written for the 

Washington post he continues, 

“This is called writer’s block. 

Some writers in the throes 

of  writer’s block think their 

muses have died, but I don’t 

think that happens often; I 

think what happens is that the 

writers themselves sow the 

edges of  their clearing with 

poison bait to keep their muses 
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away, often without knowing 

they are doing it.”

In his book On Writing, 

King describes a day when, 

during college, he decided 

that he wasn’t going to present 

his new novel, Sword in the 

Darkness, to his class.  This led 

to a four-month period where 

he simply did not write.  As 

King describes it, this period 

consisted largely of  watching 

soap operas and drinking beer.

As creators, we all know 

what it’s like to encounter 

creative block – and we all 

know that it’s about as fun as 

a colonoscopy. For anyone 

lucky enough to have never 

encountered this phenomenon, 

creative block is when a 

creator – be them writer, artist, 

whatever – finds himself  or 

herself  unable to access their 

inspiration, and as a result, 

struggles to produce anything.  

Besides being frustrating, 

it can leave an artist or 

writer with no motivation to 

continue. 

Creators need not fear! 

Creative block 

actually has easily 

understandable 

roots, and by 

knowing the 

inside and outside 

forces that trigger 

the disconnect 

between 

inspiration, motivation, and 

production, the creative block 

becomes that much easier to 

overcome. 

What happens in the 
brain when you have 

creative block?

Scientists have learned 

that creative block tends to 

be the result of  shifts in brain 

function due to the impact 

of  stress, anxiety, and other 

mental issues. Basically, the 

areas of  the brain that need to 

communicate with one another 

in order to write a story or 

design a layout for an art piece 

just don’t communicate.

Inspiration, as we 

know it, is actually the brain 

drawing on memories and 

emotion while creating.  This 

happens in the limbic system, 

which then passes information 

through the cerebral cortex.  

The cerebral cortex is the 

area of  the brain responsible 

for processing sensory 

information and distributing it. 

The cerebral cortex works hard 

to form complex functions 

relating to memory, judgment, 

emotion, attention, ideas, 

language, and creativity.

The limbic system 

and cerebral cortex usually 

work together seamlessly, 

but a shift in brain function 

due to stress and other 

factors can leave an artist in 

a creative rut. Not only that, 

but wanting to make art but 

“Creative block has easily 

understandable roots.”
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trying to force its creation can 

leave you feeling stressed and 

anxious – when this happens, 

though, those anxious feelings 

stimulate the limbic system, 

which causes the brain to 

release stress hormones. This 

makes the limbic system 

stops communicating with 

the cerebral cortex, causing 

a disconnect between the 

motivational and inspirational 

part of  the brain – the area 

of  the brain responsible for 

language and creativity. Ugh! 

What a cluster-jam!

That’s cool, but what is 
causing my creative block?

It’s good to know what 

happens in the brain when we 

have creative block, but it’s just 

not fair to blame it for causing 

creative block. That’d be like 

blaming your car for getting 

in a wreck when you run a red 

light.  No, the brain is just the 

machine – and no machine 

works correctly without the 

correct treatment, lubrication, 

and input.

Stress

One of  the major causes 

of  creative block is stress. 

This can come from many 

different areas in life, but most 

often it comes from personal 

problems: Mark McGuinness, 

a published writer and expert 

on creative blocks, says that 

“creativity takes focus”, 

but it’s not easy to focus 

“if  you’re getting divorced/

battling an addiction/falling 

out with your best friend”. 

These sorts of  issues can make 

creating seem impossible if  

they’re persistently invading 

our thoughts while we’re trying 

to focus. 

Mental Block

Another factor is not 

knowing where to go from 

where you are. This can happen 

when a creator is “locked into 

a familiar way of  looking at the 

world”. A particularly narrow 

view of  what the world is like 

can cause you to not have the 

additional inspiration needed 

to continue.  

Not Enough Knowledge

Related but not identical 

is just not having enough 

knowledge to move forward.  

The mind is creative, but it 

can only use what it has in it. 

McGuinness calls this being 

“knowledge-poor”. If  a writer 

“One of  the major causes of  

creative block is stress.”
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begins describing a car and 

doesn’t know what the parts 

are called, how they sound, 

etc., they may not be able to 

continue writing until they 

learn more about the subject.

So how do I solve these 
problems?

These problems can 

be annoying, but they are far 

from detrimental. Is it logical 

to think that Beethoven never 

had a creative block?  Was 

Picasso always just a fountain 

of  inspiration? Of  course not! 

Creative block has been around 

as long as there have been 

creators. As such, it shouldn’t 

be any surprise to learn that we 

humans have found multiple 

solutions that can be used to 

overcome these blocks. 

We will simply name 

four that are very successful 

in overcoming many of  these 

blocks. If  you can find more 

that help you get around 

creative block, all the better.

Move

One way to get over 

creative block is to walk away 

from your work, get moving 

and think about something 

else! Taking time to clear your 

mind is an effective way to 

relieve the pressure of  creation, 

and what you want to do 

during this time depends on 

you. Do, however, focus on 

relaxation. If  you don’t already 

have a go-to relaxation activity, 

then keep in mind that aerobic 

exercise, meditating, yoga, 

coloring, listening to or playing 

music, and reading are all great 

relaxers. 

Aerobic exercise and 

yoga are particularly 

helpful: Stephen Perrine, 

a health writer discusses 

how students who took 

aerobic fitness and 

dance classes “were 

able to think of  more 

uses for an ordinary 

object, such as a pencil, than 

those who didn’t participate 

in aerobics.” Some experts 

believe that exercise increases 

the oxygen flow to the brain, 

which triggers the release 

of  hormones that enhance 

creativity and stimulates the 

brain (62). Getting up and 

letting blood flow can help 

you think more creatively in 

the long run, help you to focus 

more, and think outside the box 

more. 

Jenna Mitchell, an artist, 

has her own opinions on yoga: 

“Creating art can be taxing on 

the body. Artists’ block can be 

very frustrating. But when you 

tap into this infinite, creative 

source within you through 

yoga, it can be extremely 

helpful for inspiration and 

creativity.” While yoga is 

arguably less taxing than 

aerobic exercise, it is relaxing 

and can still stimulate the 

mind. Taking time to unwind 

“The mind can only use what 

it has in it.”
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and clear the mind can help 

you be stress-free and give you 

an environment in which you 

can reevaluate what exactly 

you want to express in your 

art. 

Noting Ideas

Of  course, while 

exercise and yoga are good 

ways to relax the mind, you 

should know that they are 

not guaranteed solutions to 

creative block; there may be 

times when the mind is clear 

but no ideas fill it.  To combat 

this, one simple thing that 

every writer and artist can 

do is carry a small notebook 

with them wherever they go. 

This is so you can write down 

inspiration in the moment 

that it comes. Many people 

also keep a dream journal to 

write down their dreams to 

spark their imagination. If  

you don’t write these down 

immediately, these moments 

of  inspiration are all-too-easily 

forgotten. Keeping a notebook 

may sound simple, but it is one 

key to unlock creativity. J. K. 

Rowling first had the idea for 

Harry Potter while her train 

was delayed. While writing the 

first book, she wrote her ideas 

on odd scraps of  paper.  The 

important thing was that 

when inspiration hit her, 

she would write it down no 

matter where she was.

Many times, creative 

ideas can’t be forced out. 

While not all ideas may be the 

best, it is important to write 

down both good and bad ideas. 

Even the masters abide by this: 

Rex Jung described going to a 

Picasso exhibition, and said, 

“the paintings were terrible. I 

think I saw every lousy Picasso 

out there. He created about 

50,000 works, and not all of  

them were masterpieces”. 

Accepting failure is part of  

the creative process. While 

having bad ideas is not 

confidence boosting for most, 

it is part of  the process of  

determining what the good 

ideas are. Writing down all the 

ideas you have and the things 

that inspire them is one way 

to spark creativity and get 

through creative block. 

Free-Creating

So what if  you’re 

perfectly relaxed, but still 

have no idea where to go?  

That’s when you want to 

bust out perhaps the most 

widely accepted method of  

overcoming creative block: 

free-creating. It is the act of  

undirected, coerced creation 

within a specific amount of  

time. Rather than trying to get 

around mental and emotional 

blocks, free-creating helps you 

destroy them. Amber Starfire 

on Writing Through Life says 

“When we [free-create], things 

are allowed to tumble out 

uncensored. Thus, freewriting 

clears the mind and emotions 

of  clutter, relaxes some chaotic 

part of  us, and allows us to 

then address important issues 

with a clear head.”

“Taking time to unwind can 

clear the mind.”

“Creative ideas can’t be 

forced out.”
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Lynchburg College 

recently released an article 

that divides this process into 

four easy-to-follow steps.  

Though the article is for 

free-writing, these principles 

are applicable to all forms 

of  creation: first, clear your 

mind and relax, ignoring 

all rules and conventions of  

grammar or proper drawing; 

the important thing is to 

allow your creation to be 

uninhibited, and Lynchburg 

College emphasizes that this 

the most important part of  the 

exercise.  Second, set a time 

limit for yourself  and keep it.  

Third, once you have begun, 

begin creating and do not stop 

no matter what; if  you have 

nothing on your mind, simply 

write “I have nothing on my 

mind” until something pops 

up. Fourth, once your time 

limit has ended, stop. This 

makes you to look at what 

you have done. 

Imitation

But what if  you’re 

dealing with that pesky 

problem of  just not having 

enough knowledge to move 

forward? That’s when you’re 

going to want to use a source 

as inspiration. Basically, this 

means copying or taking 

direction from a piece that is 

well-made. Of  course, while 

an artist cannot rely too 

much on copying work that 

they plan on publishing, it’s 

nearly impossible to learn 

without imitation: artistic 

ability cannot get any better 

without seeing how experts 

work their craft. Make sure to 

note how your favorite author 

uses phrasing for meaning or 

how your favorite artist uses 

brush strokes for emphasis. 

Remember that plagiarism 

is only for published work 

– it is one hundred percent 

acceptable to use other 

people’s work as a personal 

starting point.

In the End

We hope that by 

understanding what is going 

on in your brain, knowing 

why creative block happens, 

and applying the methods 

that we’ve listed above, you 

can overcome creative block.  

“ It’s nearly impossible to 

learn without imitation.”
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Swordfights and Car Chases: 
Tips on Writing Action Scenes
Writen by Drew Baker

I believe one of  the biggest mistakes new 

writers make these days is in writing 

their books with a more cinematic picture 

in their head than they realize. In this day 

and age of  blockbuster movies coming out 

in literal bunches on a near weekly basis, it’s 

understandable why this happens, but it is a 

mindset that is difficult to break. In a movie 

you can throw in mindless action and nobody 

will bat an eye. But in writing, you can’t get 

away with that. Everything in a book must 

move the story forward somehow, or else it 

stalls the flow and you risk losing your reader. 

And a mindless action scene simply looks a 

lot cooler on a silver screen than on a page of  

text. 

But what to do? There are plenty of  

thriller, adventure, or action stories, and 

it is rare to not have at least one person 

getting stabbed/shot/burned alive by a 

rogue dragon which necessitates an awesome 

action sequence. So how do you solve that? 

Remember a few simple rules:

First, keep it brief, but not too brief. 

When writing action you may either try to 

overexplain every little detail or explain it far 

too simply to understand what even happened. 

Finding the balance is extremely important, 
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but lean towards simplicity if  you can. 

Avoid the temptation to describe each 

and every move. Describing the emotions 

and the ambience can serve as a substitute 

instead of  seven “the swords clashed” in a 

row. Try things like “their swords flashed 

through the air, clashing and sparking 

furiously between the two rivals.” Simple 

descriptors and synonyms are your friend. 

Second, avoid unnecessary action 

altogether. Is that chase scene really that 

important, or are you just filling space? 

Remember, the action should always 

further the story and characters, not 

simply drag the reader through the pages. 

Third, as always, is to practice, 

practice, practice until you find your 

sweet spot!
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Writing Your Passion
Written by Meranda Leon

People have been writing short stories, 

poems, and books for thousands 

of  years. Over time, as you can probably 

imagine, pieces of  “great advice” have been 

compiled to help writers craft wonderful 

pieces of  literary art. This can include some 

of  the common ideas, like “write what you 

know,” “work on only one thing at a time,” or 

“start in the middle.” These are great pieces 

of  advice sometimes, but they don’t always 

apply to every situation, which is why I want 

to share the best piece of  writing advice I’ve 

ever been given because, for me, it really 

works: write what you are passionate about. 

Okay, now, I know this seems lame 

and cliché, but think about the last thing that 

you wrote that was on something you were 

actually passionate about. How long ago was 

it? If  you are like a lot of  people I know, it’s 

been longer than it should be. Writing about 

something you are passionate about doesn’t 

mean you have to know about it, unlike a 

certain previous piece of  advice that has been 

mentioned. 

You can be passionate about 

something you know nothing about 

because you may want to learn about it 

due to someone else’s interest in it, or you 

may just find what you do know about it 

to be interesting. When it is something you 

are passionate about, don’t let anyone or 

anything get in your way of  writing about 

it. 

This, despite how easy it sounds, 

is one of  the hardest things to start doing 

because you get to choose what you want 

to write about as opposed to being given a 

prompt or a criterion to fill. So, what are 

you passionate about, and why aren’t you 

writing about it?

“Write what you are

passionate about.”
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Writing. I’m not going to sugarcoat 

it: it is hard and it is scary. It’s 

also fun as heck and supremely rewarding 

even if  you never sell a copy. Never fear, 

my friend! Luckily, there are all those great 

writers who have come before, and they left 

their own trails of  breadcrumbs for us to 

follow. 

First, remember that “every book is 

the wreck of  a perfect idea,” sagely words 

from the author Iris Murdoch, a prolific 

writer of  the mid-20th century. Don’t worry 

about perfection, because if  you do, it is 

very likely you’ll be unable to make it past 

the first several sentences and will wreck 

your confidence. 

“Just keep writing!” Honestly, this 

couldn’t be attributed to just one author, as 

countless have said this. Canadian author 

and journalist Tara Moss takes it even 

further, telling prospective writers to “start 

writing and start writing now.” Don’t worry 

about making it right, she continues, but 

just write it out and make it right later. This 

will give you “mental freedom to enjoy the 

process.”

Every author is different, as is every 

book, so it’s reasonable that advice also 

varies widely. Stephen King believes that all 

writers should also be reading. Neil Gaiman 

says to not worry about being the best, 

but just “tell the stories only you can tell.”  

Professional Advice 
for the Novice Writer

Written by Drew Baker
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William Faulkner says to toss out the advice of  others and “learn from your mistakes.” John 

Green says “to tell stories and listen closely to stories you are told.” 

Writing is difficult and there is never a guarantee of  whatever success you are seeking. 

But putting your best foot forward and writing as much as possible are, in general, the best 

pieces of  advice that published authors tend to give. Push through every challenge and every 

failure! And remember you’re not alone in thinking it hard, for as Dorothy Parker says: “The 

first greatest [favor you can do for friends looking to become writers] is to shoot them now, 

while they’re happy.” Good luck and good writing!

Unlock explosive ideas.

Buy Notebooks.

notebooks.com
/bitterpublications
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Peter Korpela, a Finnish kid, forgot to 

place the piton and anchor the rope. 

He never used them in free climbs and 

was unfamiliar with the habitual need for 

placements, especially when on a team climb. 

But then he saw his partner Rick Ball’s feet 

slip. One of  Peter’s hands caught momentarily 

as the other reached for anything. Peter saw 

every part of  the mountain knowing he didn’t 

have time to place an anchor before . . .

The creative art of  writing is essentially 

placing the infinite thought on finite paper. 

The task is to take a vague idea floating 

around in your head and describe it well 

enough for others to understand. Essentially, 

the task is impossible unless you just begin. 

The process of  forming ideas into the 

concrete world is a creative work, one which 

great artists are celebrated for, but no creative 

work is ever easy or completed on the first try.

Michelangelo’s David was not created 

in a moment. He chiseled away, piece by 

piece. He sanded and buffed each section 

so the shade was perfect. His initial image, 

the one ruminating in his mind, most likely 

changed, limited by the laws of  this world. He 

may not have been able to make it everything 

he imagined, but he made it great enough to 

never be forgotten.

Unveiling Your Creation 
as a Creative Writer
Written by Travis Olsen
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Steps to Writing Well:
1. Believe you are worth something.

You have to believe in yourself  to work hard 

enough to shape your thoughts.

2. Write anything that comes to mind.

Focus your mind on something meaningful to you - 

a powerful theme, perhaps.

3.Understand human emotion.
You are human.

4. Once you have something 
potentially great, believe enough to 

mold it into a masterpiece.
Work will allow your brilliance to manifest itself.

Writing is less a task of  talent and 

more a task of  brilliance. Brilliance is 

achieved when the greatest ideas are turned 

into something concrete enough to be 

experienced. No matter who you are, you 

have deep, resounding ideas that make up 

your existence. Your heart beats because 

it believes you have a life to live, but often 

those thoughts and emotions stay in your 

mind until you force them out and just write.

I believe the mind is the path to 

successful writing, therefore, learning to 

navigate the mind is important. Ideas for 

how to record thoughts come in all shapes 

and sizes, such as keeping a dream journal, 

having a book you can carry around, using 

new apps, etc. I want to propose a different 

idea, though: Write! 

Now this is not free-writing. I mean it 

can start that way, but focus your writing into 

stories, poems, essays or some sort of  format, 

then analyze them. Decide what themes are 

showing up in your work, and discover how 

you think. Discover yourself  in your writing. 

Not only will this help you reach something 

deeper in your writing, it will help you 

emotionally and spiritually as well. Write 

so that you believe in yourself  and discover 

what you love most about the way you think, 

then, shape it well enough so that others can 

taste the experience themselves.

Unveiling Your Creation 
as a Creative Writer
Written by Travis Olsen
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If  you have ever tried to write any genre 

of  creative writing, then you know how 

an author can get caught up in writing a 

description of  a single landscape. 

Many creative writing websites, like 

Writing Forward, suggest choosing “one of  

your favorite pieces of  classic literature, 

finding a long passage of  description, and 

rewriting it. Try to cut the descriptive word 

count in half ” (Writing Forward). This 

exercise is great for learning how to create a 

concise description of  something or someone 

and understanding the power of  using strong 

words, but it also takes away from the writer’s 

style and the beauty of  the novel.

 For instance, think of  what Tolkien’s 

books would sound like without their lengthy 

and detailed description. So much would be 

lost from his stories. Additionally, he would 

lose part of  who he is as a writer along with 

his personal story-telling way. Now, in today’s 

world, people often times lose focus on a topic 

once it becomes too lengthy.

 Don’t get me wrong, this can be good 

in certain genres, but the beauty of  a novel 

isn’t generally its conciseness. Instead, it is 

its ability to take the reader away to a new 

world through imagery which is created by 

descriptions. 

A story loses its power when it can’t 

transport the reader, which is why we need 

those lengthy, Tolkien-esque, descriptions. 

Those are what make the story come alive.

To Describe or Not to Describe –
That is the Question

Written by Meranda Leon

Critic’s Opinion
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Many writers swear by the concept 

of  free-writing to overcome writer’s 

block. The belief  is that if  you write and just 

keep writing for a period of  time without 

stopping, then you will be able to conquer your 

block. Often times, this freewriting brings about 

a mass amount of  unusable content that is raw.

 I, personally, believe that freewriting 

is a waste of  free time. Think about it. When 

someone decides to free-write for ten minutes, 

they end up with a page of  writing that makes 

no sense whatsoever. For me, when I attempt 

free-writing to clear my block, I just end up 

distracted, confused, or more stuck than I 

was before because I have spent this time 

focusing on other things, writing out a rant, 

or just typing random words or sentences that 

are incapable of  being followed by anyone 

Freewriting or a Waste of Free Time?
Written by Meranda Leon

(including me.) 

I, personally, prefer to write an outline 

for the content, any ideas I have for it, or 

a possible contrasting view. In all honesty, 

these practices have benefited my writing in 

the long run more than any amount of  free 

writing has. 

Now, don’t get me wrong, I understand 

it works really well for some people. But, for 

me, it is the last thing to help overcome a 

block. The next time you are struggling with 

writer’s block, maybe try cleaning, writing 

an outline, or taking a run instead. These 

practices, and many others, can benefit you 

and your writing. 

Don’t use all your free time with 

freewriting. Instead, try something new and 

find what works for you.

Critic’s Opinion
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Looking Beyond Microsoft Word:
Writing Programs for the Thrifty Author
Written by Kourtney Graham

and even free in some cases. Marshall 

recommends five free writing programs for 

authors.

By utilizing these lesser-known but 

more cost-effective options, authors can 

reduce the cost of  their writing. Which can 

come in handy when faced with the daunting 

task of  publishing their work later on in the 

future.

When you consider writing a 

novel for the first time, the first 

program people think of  is Microsoft Word. 

And it makes sense; it’s a well-known 

writing program used in many schools and 

companies. But according to Gary Marshall, 

the latest version of  Microsoft Word (the 2016 

version) can cost around $109.99. That’s not 

exactly an affordable option for someone in a 

tight financial situation who’s looking to write 

the next best-seller. So what’s an author to do?

Thankfully, there are other options 

besides Microsoft Word that are far cheaper 
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Focus Writer
The main feature of Focus Writer is that it is very simplistic. The 
program is designed to help eliminate as many distractions as 
possible for the writer so they can stay focused on the writing.

WriteMonkey
WriteMonkey utilizes the feature of Markdown, where authors 
can format and annotate their writing in-text along with keeping 
track of syntax and file organizing. Marshall warns that it takes a 
little getting used to, but is worth the learning curve.

Celtx
This program is designed for screenwriting specifically and 
includes the helpful additions that other big-name and expensive 
screenwriting programs have without the price tag attached.

LibreOffice Writer
LibreOffice Writer is designed in the image of Microsoft Word, 
which means it has many of the same and well-known features of 
Word without the high cost.

Sigil
In a world where printed books are now competing with 
e-books, Sigil helps authors format their writing so that it is 
ready to produce in e-book format while you’re writing it.
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Creative Submissions

The mountain 

is burning, 

and it’s beautiful. 

Its orange fingers 

dance as they rob 

the air of  oxygen. 

The heat beckons the 

trees to come closer, 

dares anything to 

fight against it. Fire 

is Mother Nature’s 

army. It needs no 

training and no 

weapons. It kills without thought and feeling, 

an uncontrollable monster. 

My lungs shriveled in my chest as I 

took in a breath of  thick smoke. The kitchen 

windows glowed an eerie orange inside the 

smoky room. The sky was thick, and flurries 

of  black snowflakes blew through the wind. 

I thought in intense anxiety, “The fire has 

reached our house, and it’s burning down.” 

Our house was chaos. The 

neighborhood a mess. People ran around their 

houses shoving belongings into cars. Dogs 

left behind backyard fences attempted to dig, 

jump, and bite their way out. Once the police 

set them free, pure instinct led them to safety. 

And then we left. Abandoned our 

house to fend for itself  against the raging 

villain. 

A strangled sob escaped my lips as 

bright burning flames peeked through the 

thick mask of  smoke, engulfing fifty-foot trees 

mercilessly. Later that night, we watched 

individual flames shoot into the sky like a 

light show. Where the flames weren’t clearly 

visible, their orange glow seeped through the 

invisible mist of  smoke, and I knew our home 

Too Close for Comfort
Written by Randi Hardy
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was lost. Nothing could escape flames so 

angry. Fire always wins. 

But then it didn’t. It lost. And just as 

I was frightened to leave our home, I was 

frightened to return when the evacuation 

order was lifted. 

We traveled home covered in layers of  

dirt and white freckles of  ash. On the news 

we heard the destructive flames burned 5,500 

acres and forced 9,000 people from their 

homes.

Upon our return, the neighborhood 

looked haunted. The sidewalks were stained 

orange and the grass was no longer green, 

it was grey. But despite the fierce army of  

flames, we survived, and the battle had been 

won. We know the flames may return again 

one day, to seek their vengeance. But when 

they do, we will be ready.

Fast Car
Written by Megan Decker

Sissy sat in the seat of  Perry’s faded red 

GT Pontiac. Perry tinkered with the 

backseats. 

“So remind me why you’re taking out 

the seats?” asked Sissy.

“I’m removing all the nonessential 

parts. It will make the car go faster.” 

“Aren’t seats kind of  essential? You 

know, for things like sitting? Basically the only 

thing people do in cars.” 

Sissy looked at Perry through the 

rearview mirror. He smiled. 

“I’m making room for your piano.” 

Sissy’s Memaw’s piano was really the only 

thing keeping her in the projects, Perry knew 

that. “Next is the air conditioning.” 

“Are you kidding?!” Sissy said turning 

around to face Perry. “Perry, this is Alabama! 

How are you going to survive without air 

conditioning?” 

“Easy, roll down the windows.”  

Sissy rolled her eyes, “Well, don’t 

expect me to ride with you when August 

comes.” 

“Sissy, by the time August comes 

around we’ll be long gone. I’ll be working in a 
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mechanic shop and you’ll be playing the piano 

at some fancy restaurant.”

 “Aw yes, our big plans to drive off  into 

the sunset in your fast car.” 

“I’m serious, Sissy. As soon I as 

graduate I’m leaving.”

“With what money?” 

“I’ve been saving. And I know you have 

too.” 

Sissy looked down and scrubbed at 

some dirt on her shoes. 

“Not nearly enough.”

“Aren’t you sick of  working as a 

checkout girl?”

Sissy’s eyes went hard. “Yes.” 

“Sissy,” Perry paused. “Why do you get 

it for him? It’s your hard earned money and 

$30 of  it goes to buying your dad his booze 

every week. Sissy, that’s $120 bucks a month!”

“My old man’s gotta problem, he 

lives with a bottle, that’s just the way it is.  

Somebody’s gotta take care of  him and Mom 

decided to ditch out on that job, so I’m all he 

has left.” 

Perry got out of  the car, stood up, then 

bent over and put his hands on the frame. 

“Yeah? Well, he doesn’t know how lucky he is 

to have you. That’s all I’m saying. You would 

be long gone if  it weren’t for him.” 

“Do you really want to drive out of  

here and never look back?”

 He returned to taking out the seat. 

“Yeah.”

She looked at him in the rearview “Dad 

sold the piano, Perry.” 

Perry looked up. Sissy’s tears came hot. 

“Perry, any place is better than here. Let’s just 

go.”
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Now that you have 

finished writing your 

first novel (or other form of  

literature), you may be asking 

yourself  – “what’s next?” 

The process of  publishing an 

original work is an unfamiliar 

world to most first-time writers, 

but it is a system emerging 

writers will soon love to 

hate. There are a number of  

ways to present one’s work 

to the world, but they can 

be summarized into three 

distinct forms of  publication. 

One may pursue traditional 

publishing, vanity publishing, 

or the increasingly popular 

self-publishing approach. Each 

form of  publication has unique 

characteristics, pros/cons, and  

different  steps one must take.

Currently, the most 

sought-after form of  publication 

remains traditional publishing. 

Traditional publishing requires 

the endorsement of  an agent 

and a publishing company to 

print, promote, and ultimately 

sell the piece of  literature a 

writer has created. The first 

step in traditional publishing is 

to secure an agent. If  you can 

get an agent to fall in love with 

your work, he or she will be 

the key in selling your work to 

a publisher. Today, the internet 

makes connecting with an 

agent much easier. A site called 

agentquery.com is very helpful 

with this process. Not only does 

this webpage list the agents, 

interests, preferred genres, 

books and authors/books 

currently being represented, it 

also gives detailed instructions 

on writing a query letter.

To secure an agent, 

one must write a query letter. 

A query letter is a resume, 

a synopsis, and a sales pitch 

rolled into a crisp, one-page 

package. Here is where your 

writing skills really come 

in handy. Once an agent is 

secured, he or she will do all in 

his or her power to connect your 

work with a complementary 

publisher. From there, one may 

rest easy knowing that their 

The Road to Publication
Writen by Ashley Amrine
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creation is in good hands. It 

must be warned, however, that 

finding an agent can often be 

a tiring and gruesome process. 

Every day, literary agents are 

bombarded with hundreds of  

letters aimed to spark his or her 

interest.  A new writer must 

learn patience. It is said that 

Jack London received ninety-

nine rejections before his classic 

Call  of  the Wild was accepted 

by a publisher. 

While some are 

privileged to be taken on by an 

agent and publishing company, 

others may not find the right 

agent or may not wish to be 

represented by an agent at 

all. Many authors prefer the 

freedom that self-publishing 

brings. Self-publishing is an 

easy way for an author to 

bring his or her work to the 

public. Book companies such 

as Amazon, Barnes and Noble, 

and Nook – just to name a few 

– encourage writers to submit 

their writing online in the 

form of  an eBook. In order to 

self-publish a work to one of  

these companies, 

the literature 

will require the 

proper formatting 

and an original cover. 

One major benefit of  self-

publishing is complete creative 

freedom. No agent, editor, 

or publishing company has 

any say in the contents of  a 

self-published eBook. On a 

negative note, the writer holds 

the sole responsibility in the 

advertisement and promotion 

of  any self-published material. 

Typically, the writer will earn a 

commission from every copy of  

his or her eBook sold.

A third realm of  

publishing is referred to as 

vanity publishing. Vanity 

publishing can 

be seen as a mix 

between the world 

of  traditional 

publishing and 

the world of  

self-publishing. 

Instead of  a 

publishing company purchasing 

the rights to an author’s 

manuscript, authors pay vanity 

publishers to publish, distribute, 

promote, and edit their book. 

As such, vanity publishing is 

an investment. Unfortunately, a 

few unprofessional companies 

seem to have given vanity 

publishing a bad name. 

However, with the right 

company, vanity publishing is 

a perfectly legitimate way to 

promote a work of  literature. 

The author will receive the net 

purchase price of  the books 

sold.  

Having a book published 

and out there for the world to 

read is every author’s dream.   

In this electronic era, authors 

are blessed with the privilege of  

more choices than ever before!  

“Finding an agent can often be a 

tiring and gruesome process.”
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Congratulations! You have 

an idea for a novel.  

However, is it something 

that a publisher would want 

to invest their time in? The 

idea for the story is only the 

beginning of  the entire process. 

There are a number of  things 

that a publisher looks for when 

they are deciding whether to 

select your story for publishing. 

Three major things that most 

publishers look for are fresh 

writing, a unique premise 

or a unique take on an old 

premise, and coming off  as a 

professional even if  you aren’t. 

Following these three steps is 

the key to your idea becoming 

a novel on the shelves of  

bookstores and libraries 

worldwide.

Let’s tackle fresh 

writing first. Publishers receive 

hundreds, if  not thousands, 

of  manuscripts. This is 

why captivating writing is 

important. If  your writing style 

isn’t up to snuff, it will 

most likely get tossed 

aside. If  your craft 

needs some work, hire 

a writing coach or 

enroll in writing classes where 

you can get individual attention 

and feedback on what can be 

done better. You want your 

writing to prove that you can 

produce a quality product that 

has the potential to sell. 

Again, hundreds of  

manuscripts get submitted to 

publishing companies. Yours 

has to stick out from the rest. 

There are few, if  any, plotlines 

and stories that haven’t been 

told yet. What you need to do 

is tell the story in a way that 

hasn’t been done before. Head 

to the bookstore and examine 

what has been published in 

the genre you want to write in. 

Read what has been published 

and think about what made it 

print worthy and marketable. 

Consider how you can take the 

stories that have already been 

published and turn them on 

their head. Maybe combine it 

with another genre. Whatever 

you choose to do, it should be 

something that sets your story 

apart from all the others. 

Finally, be professional. 

Publishers are businesspeople. 

They want someone who they 

will be able to work with. They 

are looking to invest in you and 

your idea. Be someone with 

whom they would be willing 

to invest their time, money, 

and effort. Furthermore, if  you 

are willing to write multiple 

books and don’t want to be a 

one-hit-wonder, publishers are 

more likely to invest in you – 

the more you write, the more 

they can sell. Publishers prefer 

to invest in authors who are 

produce products for them and 

So You Think You 
Can Get Published?
Written by Steven Martorana
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have an idea of  how to create a 

brand for themselves. 

So, in summary: be 

professional, stand out from 

the crowd, and captivate your 

audience with your writing 

skills. These are the three 

biggest steps to take in order to 

get your novel from your head, 

to the bookstore. It isn’t an easy 

task, but with diligence you 

can get your novel published. 

Remember, there are hundreds 

of  manuscripts that come 

across a publisher’s desk, don’t 

let yours be the one that gets 

passed over. 

Get an account so you can
start complaining about everything. 
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